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Background

As we see increasing usage of biometric technology in large scale public applications, the
question of interoperability and equivalence of both performance and process starts to
become more pertinent. At the lower level, we can undertake various trials and
experiments in isolation in order to reach conclusions around individual device
performance. However, it is often difficult to extrapolate these findings to real world
operational conditions which, themselves, have many variables. Similarly, taking the
device manufacturers published performance figures as an initial guide is useful, but may
not necessarily reflect the specific requirements and operational conditions of a given
application.

The User Psychology Index (UPI), developed over time by Julian Ashbourn, provides a
scenario based tool with which to explore and predict the relative performance of a given
device under different operational conditions. Creative use of the UPI can provide
valuable information for those considering deployment of a wide scale application. The
Ashbourn developed BANTAM modelling language, further provides the facility to
properly document all aspects of such an application, both at process and technology
level, in order to describe the application for development purposes and additionally
provide a comprehensive audit trail in the interests of quality adherence. These tools are
provided freely to the international community under an open distribution model and
will be further developed via the International Biometric Foundation.

However, as we move forward there is additional scope for a common method of
requirement specification which is simple and consistent across applications. This is
particularly important in areas of interoperability when we are considering applications
spread across multiple sites, which may or may not be commissioned and implemented
by the same authority or organisation. Border control, social security and similar public
applications fall into this category, as may many commercial applications such as
automated banking or similar. The issue here is not to be too prescriptive, nor to simply
compare published performance figures against theoretical aspirations, but to provide a
set of consistent guidelines, biased towards actual operational conditions, which may be
easily understood in an unambiguous manner by all concerned.

Introducing the BOI (Biometric Operability Index)

The Biometric Operability Index is deliberately conceived to be extremely
straightforward, offering a simple index of relative performance to be used in the
specification of requirements. Implementing organisations may thus simply quote an
index level considered suitable for their requirements. Technology suppliers may likewise
simply quote an index level to which their device or system has been tested. It is thus a
simple matter to align the two. Using a common method of specification such as the BOI,
enables multi site, multi vendor, multi installer, multi user applications to be more
reasonably conceived, especially with regard to interoperability and consistency of
realised performance.



Within the BOI, each biometric technique will be assigned a table which aligns
performance and environmental operation into a simple group of bands for classification.
The following tables for the techniques of fingerprints, facial recognition and iris
recognition illustrate the principle.

Fingerprint Biometrics ~ Relative Performance
Level False Match False Non-Match Other Errors AER

1 0.01 % 1.00 % 0.01 % 0.51 %
2 0.10 % 2.00 % 0.02 % 1.07 %
3 0.50 % 3.00 % 0.05 % 1.80 %
4 1.00 % 5.00 % 0.10 % 3.10 %
5 2.00 % 7.00 % 0.15 % 4.65 %

Fingerprint Biometrics ~ Environmental Profile
Level Min Temperature Max Temperature Relative Humidity

1 -10 60 100
2 -5 55 95
3 0 50 90
4 5 45 75
5 10 40 60

Figure 1. Fingerprints

Facial Recognition ~ Relative Performance
Level False Match False Non-Match Other Errors AER

1 0.50 % 5.00 % 0.01 % 2.76 %
2 1.00 % 8.00 % 0.02 % 4.52 %
3 3.00 % 12.00 % 0.05 % 7.55 %
4 6.00 % 18.00 % 0.10 % 12.10 %
5 10.00 % 25.00 % 0.15 % 17.65 %

Facial Recognition ~ Environmental Profile
Level Min Temperature Max Temperature Relative Humidity

1 -10 60 100
2 -5 55 95
3 0 50 90
4 5 45 75
5 10 40 60

Figure 2. Facial Recognition

Iris Recognition ~ Relative Performance
Level False Match False Non-Match Other Errors AER

1 0.00 % 0.50 % 0.01 % 0.26 %
2 0.00001 % 0.75 % 0.02 % 0.39 %
3 0.0001 % 1.00 % 0.05 % 0.55 %
4 0.001% 2.00 % 0.10 % 1.10 %
5 0.005 % 3.00 % 0.15 % 1.65 %

Iris Recognition ~ Environmental Profile
Level Min Temperature Max Temperature Relative Humidity



1 -10 60 100
2 -5 55 95
3 0 50 90
4 5 45 75
5 10 40 60

Figure 3. Iris Recognition

Moving Forward

At present, the Biometric Operability Index is available as a reference for general use via
the International Biometric Foundation (IBF) who will maintain the index. Technology
suppliers are thus invited to comment on the pertinence of the draft figures presented in
the above examples. For techniques not included in the examples, such as hand
geometry, voice verification and so forth, technology suppliers are invited to submit their
own suggested figures. Potential users and requirement specifiers are similarly invited to
comment on the concept and suggest additional parameters which they feel might be
pertinent. However, it is important to bear in mind that the concept of the BOI is very
much one of simplicity.

The BOI is not intended as a definitive, highly granular classification to which suppliers
should be tested or bound, but more as a rough guide to ensure that all parties share the
same understanding. Thus, an organisation issuing an RFI or RFP can specify a band for
both performance and environment which ensures a common understanding. This will
be especially useful when equivalence of performance across geographically separated
sites is required, or where more than one supplier is involved. Used in combination with
the BANTAM modelling language, specifying authorities, systems integrators, technology
providers and program managers can bring an enhanced clarity to the development and
deployment of applications featuring biometric identity verification.

The BOI is also extremely pertinent to the APEX software system (also developed by
Ashbourn) which, to date, is the only system which provides equivalence of realised
performance across nodes, combined with centralised monitoring, alerting and true
remote configuration. Indeed, APEX has the potential to revolutionise large scale public
sector applications such as border control, from both a cost and operability perspective.
Associated utilities developed by Ashbourn for use by public sector agencies include a
scalability wizard, the Pentakis suite and others. Together, they provide a powerful
toolset for those tasked with establishing and maintaining large scale applications which
include biometric identity verification.

Further details from the IBF


